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COMPETITOR COMPARISON

The Right Solution Is More Critical Than Ever

IT help desks face an increasingly complex support environment, requiring flexible remote support options 
that scale, adapt, and continue to meet rigorous security requirements, and choosing the right remote 
support software is pivotal to the productivity and security of your service desk.

BEYONDTRUST VS
LOGMEIN
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BEYONDTRUST REMOTE SUPPORT

Our award-winning Remote Support solution is used by       
thousands  of customers, making it the number one solution 
for leading enterprises looking to securely access and support 
any device or system, anywhere in the world. 

BeyondTrust Remote Support can provide instant, secure, 
reliable support to end-users and customers — on or off your 
network — using Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, and more, 
allowing you to focus more on resolving issues, not fixing 
connections.

Key Remote Support features:

 ▶ Advanced Chat Features: Enable live support from your        
website with Click-to-Chat, real-time escalation, to screen    
sharing and remote control, without ever losing contact            
with end users

 ▶ Seamless Collaboration: Resolve support incidents faster               
by easily collaborating with other technicians and defining 
escalation paths to skilled resources in a cost-effective         
manner, while improving customer satisfaction

 ▶ Audit Trail with Session Recordings: Track team 
performance as well as log and record session activity to 
serve as an audit trail for security, compliance, and training

 ▶ Broad Platform Support: Support and provide support 
from Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS and Android devices, and 
support legacy devices using RDP, Telnet, SSH, and VNC

 ▶ Unmatched Integrations: Connect seamlessly with ITSM             
tools like ServiceNow, third-party authentication solutions           
like Active Directory, and credential management solutions         
like BeyondTrust Clould Vault or Password Safe

LOGMEIN 

LogMeIn provides software that enables remote connectivity 
and collaboration, and also offers other tools for syncing or 
backing up data. Various LogMeIn products enable users to 
sync clipboard data, make use of keyboard mapping, and  
save and manage personal passwords. While LogMeIn is        
well-established and provides a number of well-regarded 
meeting products, it has drawbacks and limitations when 
compared directly with BeyondTrust Remote Support.

Limiting factors of LogMeIn include:

 ▶ Limited Security/Authentication Capabilities: No LDAP, 
and two-factor authentications is limited to LastPass and 
offers no credential injection functionality

 ▶ Restricted Auditing & Session Logging Abilities: 
LogMeIn’s recordings may be edited/deleted by individual 
technicians; their session recordings are stored on the 
user’s system, making them vulnerable to tampering, and 
they do not provide detailed audit information

 ▶ Poor Platform Integrations: LogMeIn has several 
limitations when connecting across different platforms; 
Linux is not supported, mobile rep consoles are not offered, 
and sessions on Mac systems lack a number of capabilities, 
such as no file transfers for iPads and iPhones

 ▶ Problematic New Pricing Model: LogMeIn pricing has 
changed from its long-held three tier structure of LogMeIn 
Basic, LogMeIn Plus, and LogMeIn Premier to a single base 
product which is roughly twice the price of its former Basic 
level of service

 ▶ Service Desk Use Limitations: LogMeIn allows multiple 
users to connect to a single host, but only one user can 
control that session/connection, eliminating the intelligent 
collaboration/routing (limited team chat) options

Is Your Service Desk Vulnerable?

The service desk can be a significant vulnerability when it comes to security. Remote access tools and 
pathways are increasingly being exploited by threat actors as backdoors into IT environments. 

You must closely consider how remote support tools will impact the security, flexibility, reliability, and the 
reputation of your organization.
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BeyondTrust LogMeIn

Security

 ▶ Native two factor authentication is included, 
which increases the security of remote access 
by requiring a second factor (one-time 
passcode) to login, in addition to the password; 
seamless integration is available if you are 
already using a 2FA solution

 ▶ Single tenant appliance-based architecture 
also includes Secure TLS encrypted 
connections with SSL Certificate and secure 
authentication with existing identity providers

 ▶ Associate group policies in BeyondTrust with 
groups in your directory, so that if you move a 
technician from one group to another in 
LDAPS, the permissions in BeyondTrust are 
automatically updated to reflect the change

 ▶ Limited security/authentication capabilities 
comparatively

 ▶ No LDAP integration

 ▶ Two factor authentications limited to 
LastPass

 ▶ Session recordings are stored on the 
technician’s system, making them vulnerable 
to tampering, violating security best practices

 ▶ Does not enable RDP sessions, clientless 
sessions on remote networks, or Wake-
on-LAN

 ▶ No detailed audit information, showing     
what application did the user access while 
connected to the remote destination, or if    
the  session was shared with anyone else

Password Vaulting

 ▶ Remote Support includes an integrated Vault, 
allowing users to securely store, share, and 
track the use of privileged credentials by the 
service desk

 ▶ Though LogMeIn owns LastPass, the 
integration is very limited and primarily is 
used for  two factor authentication

 ▶ If LastPass is used alongside LogMeIn, it is 
not supported via phone or live chat – 
assistance is  only via online user manual and 
customer forum 

Platform Support

 ▶ Enable support to and from every operating 
system, including Windows, Mac and Linux 
systems, plus iPads, iPhones, and Android 
devices

 ▶ Remote camera sharing functionality is 
included with Remote Support at no extra cost

 ▶ Linux is not supported, mobile rep consoles 
are not offered, and sessions on Mac systems 
lack a number of capabilities - no file transfers 
for iPads and iPhones 

 ▶ No Mac support for session recording, screen 
sharing and connect on LAN

 ▶ RescueLens remote camera sharing 
functionality available only as a paid add-on, 
and requires an additional app download in 
order to access the end user’s camera

Features

 ▶ BeyondTrust has the most comprehensive 
feature set like screen sharing, chat, 
collaboration enabling consolidation into a 
single solution and reduces the risk of security 
breaches

 ▶ LogMeIn’s feature-set is more limited, 
especially for security/authentication and 
collaboration capabilities

 ▶ Enables admins to set the maximum number 
of sessions a rep can handle, but no options 
for skill-based distribution are offered
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BeyondTrust LogMeIn

Compliance

 ▶ The only Remote Support solution that meets 
the rigorous requirements of Federal 
Information Processing Standard Publication 
(FIPS) 140-2 Level 2 validation

 ▶ Does not have a FIPS federal validation

Deployment

 ▶ BeyondTrust is the only remote support 
provider that offers Cloud, SaaS, and physical 
and on-premises deployments, with a variety 
of licensing options

 ▶ Only offered as named seat licenses, meaning 
each representative requires a dedicated 
license regardless of usage; this model 
typically increases the total cost of ownership

 ▶ No on-premises deployment option, and SaaS 
architecture mingles all user data in one 
instance

Pricing

 ▶ BeyondTrust offers a number of competitive 
pricing models

 ▶ LogMeIn pricing has changed from its 
long-held pricing three tier structure of 
LogMeIn Basic, LogMeIn Plus, and LogMeIn 
Premier to a single base product which is 
roughly twice the price of its former Basic 
level of service

 ▶ LogMeIn has instituted significant  price 
increases in recent years
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QUESTIONS TO ASK

Functionality & Ease of Use

 ▶ What platforms do you support?

 ▶ How easy is it to set up? 

 ▶ What functionality is included in the core product, and what costs extra? 

 ▶ What are mobile support options?

 ▶ Can I export session recordings? In what format? 

Integrations

 ▶ Does the solution work with the ITSM, security or other IT systems already in use? 

 ▶ What features are available with the integration? For example, can I start sessions only? Is session history captured from the 
remote support solution to the integration? 

Password Vaulting

 ▶ Can I track privileged accounts commonly used in the service desk?

 ▶ Does the solution hide plain text passwords from users? 

 ▶ Is there automatic or manual rotation of passwords after each use?

 ▶ Can technicians retrieve credentials for use outside a session?

Security

 ▶ What components of the product ensure security? 

 ▶ Does the solution include an integrated password vault? 

 ▶ Does the solution require changes to your firewall?

 ▶ Do you support data-at-rest encryption? 

 ▶ Is data encrypted at rest in their cloud offering? 

 ▶ Is there a tamper-proof audit log? 

 ▶ Is native two factor authentication included?

 ▶ Has the solution received FIPS or other security certifications?

ABOUT BEYONDTRUST

BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering organizations to secure and manage 
their entire universe of privileges.  Our integrated products and platform offer the industry’s most advanced PAM solution, enabling 
organizations to quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, cloud and hybrid environments.

The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects privileges across passwords, endpoints, and access, 
giving organizations the visibility and control they need to reduce risk, achieve compliance, and boost operational performance.  We are 
trusted by 20,000 customers, including 70 percent of the Fortune 500, and a global partner network.

beyondtrust.com
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